
When Trumpf Ltd and Trumpf Medical Systems Ltd, UK subsidiaries of Trumpf GmbH & 
Co. KG; the sheet metal fabrication machinery and industrial lasers world leader, looked to 
replace their existing manual spread sheet based expense process they found with Concur 
an automated solution that was easy to implement and quick to get started on, taking just 
two weeks to go live. 

“Our previous system was very manual” commented Nicola Irons, Accounts Payable 
Manager at Trumpf Ltd, in a recent conversation with Concur, going on to add “at month 
end all you would get was expense claims and on average we were spending 6 whole days 
a month receiving, checking and processing claims.” 

All of the 80 expense claims submitted each month needed to be checked against 
receipts, against policy and for VAT reclaim, and then sent to managers for sign-off. “When 
dealing with expense claims there was a lot of paperwork on your desk”.

Time Savings
When Trumpf went live they found that the direct effect of implementing Concur to manage 
their expense process is that they have been able to immediately reduce the number 
of days it takes to process expenses for their service engineers who travel widely, and 
regularly stay overnight in hotels. Engineers are now reimbursed in three days.

Error Reductions
Another pivotal benefit that Trumpf have experienced, since implementing Concur, is 
that they have been able to reduce the number of expenses with errors, which again has 
reduced the time it has taken to check and authorise claims.

“Concur is better for us as it reduces errors in the expense claims; previously 1 in 5 
expense claims had errors,” commented Nicola. Since implementing Concur it is has been 
up to claimants to correct their own mistakes as they input expenses rather than chase 
employees once claims have been submitted.

Better Communication
Trumpf have also found that Concur is “a very good communication tool” as it lets 
employees know the status of their claims within the system. “Employees can now see at 
a glance where their claim is in the process and when it will be paid – meaning less calls to 
the finance team,” commented Nicola.

They have also found that the solution is good for communicating their expense policy. 
Employees are more aware of the policy as the system clearly flags when an expense is 
not in policy and this gives the claimant the chance to put in an explanatory comment. 
Nicola added “now Finance aren’t the ones saying ‘no’ to out of policy expenses –  
it is more anonymous”.
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The Benefits
Key Features 

Concur gives Trumpf the following benefits:

• More accurate expense claims

• More accurate mileage reporting with multiple 
mileage rates 

• Reduced paper output and receipt handling

• Improved efficiency in data flow

• Improved reporting and analysis

• More informed employees as to their expense 
claim status

The Savings
Concur gives Trumpf the following savings:

• Reduced times to process expense claims

• Reduced time to correct errors in  
expense reports

• Optimised VAT reclaim

The Implementation
Trumpf deployed Concur Expense using 
Concur’s best practice implementation 
process, which meant that they were able to 
get up and running in just two weeks. 

Extended Services
Trumpf uses Concur’s Business Intelligence 
which will provide them with extended  
visibility into their expense spend. Along with 
Audit to take control and verify expenses, 
ensuring compliance.

They also use Concur’s User Support Desk 
which their employees can use to help them 
get the best out of the solution.
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“It now takes us 3 days to pay expenses, employees know exactly where 
their claim is in the system; previously employees never knew when they 
were going to be reimbursed.”

“An easy solution. It just works without the manual movement of paper…it’s 
all on the system” Nicola Irons, Accounts Payable Manager at Trumpf Ltd


